Radical Character for Representing God:
Mile Markers of Growth

1
intimidated to
share in most
situations

2

3

4

recognizing own
starting to
deciding not to
fear of saying
understand how
be ruled by fear
what needs to
God is honored
of people
be said
with boldness

5

6

7

Character

beginning to
fear God more
than people

courageous to
share in most
situations

no hesitation to
be obedient at
any time

Radical
Boldness

recognizing the
need for a
balanced life

choosing not to
default to
busyness

knowing I don't
always have to
please people

realizing that I
wallow in noncommitment
frequently

starting to see
that I avoid
difficult
situations
beginning to
loosen my grip
on what I have
to give
recognizing
God's vision is
different than
mine

trying to build
starting to see
learning not to
experiencing
some
perseverance
take the path of
some rewards of
commitment in
show up in more
least resistance
perseverance
my life
areas of my life
starting to
beginning to see
beginning to
realize that God starting to look
the pure joy of develop a giving
has provided so for ways to give
giving
mindset
that I can give

realizing that I
am a very
selfish person
restless with
my own vision
recognizing the
impurity in my
life

struggling to
overcome
impure habits

realizing that I recognizing that
am very self
I am clueless to
absorbed
other's needs
recognizing my
discontentment
& materialistic
behavior
recognizing my
need for selfawareness &
awareness
discovering that
I'm very
impatient with
God & others

open to
following God's
vision

seeing I need
faith to follow
God's vision

attempting to
follow God's
Vision

recognizing my
need for
accountability

looking for help
and
accountability

understanding
the cost for
purity

starting to see
why serving is
important to
God

beginning to
have a greater
desire to serve
others

picking up on
experiencing the
the needs of
God-given joy of
others with
serving others
more regularity

recognizing my struggling to let
need for a
go of "security"
simpler lifestyle
things
seeking help
from God and
others

fearfully saying trusting God to starting to enjoy
primarily life is
"no" to some
lead in choosing a more balanced
in balance
things
what to do
lifestyle

beginning to
understand the
consequence of
unawareness

honoring God
with a
persevering
heart
giving often &
generously to
bless God's
kingdom

too fearful not to
obediently
follow God's
following God's
vision
vision
grounding
myself in the
Word with
others

accountable to
others & fleeing
temptation

Radical Calm

Radical
Endurance

Radical Giving

Radical
Leadership

Radical Purity

locked into &
Radical
meeting the
Service
needs of those
around me
experiencing
beginning to see
acting on
learning how to
Radical
contentment &
what I don't
eliminating the
live a simpler
Simplicity
freedom with
need
unnecessary
lifestyle
less
understanding
increasingly
good underkeenly aware of
Radical
better what's
aware of what's standing on how
what is
happening inside happening in my I influence my happening in & Understanding
of me
environment
environment
around me

seeing that my
trying to discern discovering my trying to focus
finding I am
impatience
the root of my impatience is a more on trusting more relaxed in
frustrates me &
impatience
lack of trust
than on waiting waiting on God
others

experiencing
peace as I wait
on God

Radical
Waiting

